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Executive Summary

Canada must complement its domestic intellectual property (IP) and digital strategies with an international strategy aligned with changing global economic conditions and geopolitical scenarios. A forward-looking international strategy requires revisiting assumptions underlying twentieth-century trade negotiations.

Priorities regarding trade in traditional goods and services must be reconsidered in light of the regulation of intangibles via IP, innovation, data, privacy, cybersecurity and related digital policies. In these areas, Canada must think more strategically and holistically about the principles guiding IP policy and the practical means of implementing a digital charter.

Many IP and digital trade rules are no longer made at classic multilateral institutions such as the United Nations and the World Trade Organization (WTO); rulemaking now happens through mega-regional trade deals. In North America, Europe and much of Asia, legal and economic frameworks for cooperation are set. The focus in these regions should be on leveraging alliances to shape soft laws and exploit specific windows for impact.

Africa and, to a lesser extent, Latin America are the regions of the world presenting the most strategic opportunities for Canada. In these regions, there is a chance to support both hard and soft rulemaking. Countries other than Canada are already negotiating or implementing new trade deals there, so the timeline for engagement is tight. Furthermore, countries other than Canada are already shaping soft laws such as administrative practices, industry policies and technical standard setting.

On topics where hard rules are well established globally — such as patents, copyrights, trademarks and designs — Canada should push back against further upward ratcheting of IP rights. On topics where new international rules are emerging — such as data governance, cyber policy, trade secrets, competition law, and Indigenous peoples’ knowledge and culture — Canada should ally with and lead countries and regions that share similar strategic interests. The more countries that Canada can get on its side in the short term, the better off it will be when opportunities arise to renegotiate or elaborate on recent agreements in North America, Europe and the Asia-Pacific regions.
Introduction

Successful strategies to support an economy driven by intangibles at home and abroad are integral to Canadians’ economic prosperity, technological innovation, cultural industries and overall well-being. While the right policies will not solve all of Canada’s challenges, the wrong approach could leave Canada behind or, worse, set Canada back.

IP rights are well-established legal and economic tools to govern knowledge. In determining appropriate IP strategies, Canada must carefully calibrate the kind and amount of protection domestic law provides and shape international norms to suit its interests. It is well accepted that while some IP protection is good, more is not necessarily better. This principle is especially true for countries with Canada’s profile: a net importer of IP and payer of royalties; a healthy but heavily resource-driven economy; and strong in research and development (R&D) but weak in sustaining global businesses. At the same time, no one credibly argues that Canada can or should abandon IP acquisition to drive business and generate wealth. Calibration, therefore, requires analysis of the policy levers and parameters in global IP and trade systems.¹

In this context, the lines between IP and other aspects of digital trade are blurring. While typically covered by different rules in different chapters of trade agreements, each impacts the other in inextricable ways. Both issues involve, fundamentally, trade in knowledge. Data is fast becoming the most valuable source of information, and information is one of the essential inputs to create knowledge.² IP is the commodified form of this knowledge. In effect, therefore, IP law is already the predominant tool for the commercialization of data.

When core international IP norms became entrenched in the twentieth century, most IP trade was in knowledge-embedded goods: copyright-protected cultural products such as books, records, cassettes, CDs and DVDs; trademark-branded consumer goods of all kinds; and patent-protected products manifesting inventions. Some adjustments were made in the mid-twentieth century for cross-border broadcast signals and later for global electronic commerce. Now, in the twenty-first century, much IP is traded digitally. Physical counterfeiting, piracy and reverse-engineering of hard goods are still relevant issues. However, more IP than before is traded digitally via, for example, streaming copyrighted content, accessing copyrighted or technologically protected databases, sharing patented or secret algorithms or gene sequence information, or electronically exchanging confidential data. Trade in digital services has become inseparable from control over information and trade secrets.

Cyber-policy issues — such as personal information protection, electronic contracting and data localization, and control over source code and interactive computer services — are intertwined with IP issues because they often regulate the same activities (i.e., cross-border flows of data, information and knowledge). All of these issues now impact not just certain industries but actors across sectors and throughout the entire economy. In these ways, IP and digital trade are interrelated, not distinct, issues.

Moreover, the development of more specific international rules governing data is almost sure to track the trajectory of IP norms, which, over previous decades, has become the

template for control over the knowledge economy through what Peter Drahos and John Braithwaite call “information feudalism.” In other words, the same trends seen in the 1990s, when many IP rules were locked in globally, are likely to repeat in other areas of digital trade.

While there are surely some aspects of IP and digital trade that do not overlap and raise different concerns, both issues must be considered together to create a coherent international strategy for Canada.

---

Canada’s Current National Strategies

Realizing the importance of IP late, but better than never, Canada announced a national IP strategy in 2018. The Intellectual Property Strategy has three parts — IP awareness, strategic tools and legislation — supported by a budget of CDN$85 million over the first three years and CDN$10 million annually after that.

Awareness raising involves educational and advisory programs, including support for IP legal clinics that several leading experts recommend. Statistics Canada is gathering and trying to use data to enable more informed decision making, and the Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) is modernizing its learning tools and resources.


A team of experts will build capacity across government programs, and resources will be provided specifically to support Indigenous peoples’ engagement in IP discussions.

Strategic tools for IP growth include more efficient dispute resolution procedures, a new IP online marketplace for exploring and exchanging IP rights, and coordination with standard-setting processes. A flagship pilot project is among the strategy’s most expensive investments; CDN$30 million has been given to a collective that will assist Canadian data-driven clean technology businesses with IP needs.8

The third aspect of the national IP strategy (amendments to key IP legislation) reforms or clarifies several areas of IP law. To limit patent and copyright trolling (i.e., legal threats based on weak claims intended to extort cheap settlements instead of expensive opposition), regulations prescribe requirements for patent demand letters and notices of alleged copyright infringement. Minor legislative tweaks also protect IP licensees in bankruptcy proceedings, clarify standard-essential patent licence rights and affirm a narrow defence for research involving patented inventions.

Meanwhile, a data strategy for Canada is still to be developed and deployed. To its credit, the Government of Canada has an elaborate “Digital Charter” based on core principles: universal access; control and consent; open and modern digital government; data and digital for good; free from hate and violent extremism; safety and security; transparency, portability and interoperability; a level playing field; strong democracy; and strong enforcement and real accountability.9

While the Digital Charter may or may not become an effective framework to guide domestic policy, it is even less clear how such a framework will practically impact key data governance issues being debated globally. The Digital Charter must be translated into strategy-driven laws and policies.10 In particular, the framework must be integrated with competition policy, IP and digital trade agendas that are being created right now through international economic agreements.11

Better strategic alignment across these areas is crucial, but is currently suboptimal. Moving forward requires a better understanding of the constraints imposed by recent international agreements and the opportunities presented by geopolitical and global economic trends.

---


New International Constraints on IP and Digital Trade

Promises to trading partners obliged Canada to overhaul key aspects of almost every area of IP over the last decade. These promises now tie Canada’s hands in significant ways, narrowing the legal and policy room to manoeuvre.

The first area for major reform was copyright. In 2012, the Copyright Act was amended to implement two World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Internet Treaties, which had been signed more than 15 years earlier. The implementation process spanned many years, as numerous bills died with minority government election cycles, and was fraught with political controversies and policy dilemmas. The significant implications of these treaties for Canada, such as the scope of the right to make content available online, are still being worked out in the courts.

The Canada-European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) required Canada to fundamentally reshape other areas of IP law, notably trademarks. Canada eliminated a core requirement that a trademark be in use before it is registered, which experts worry undermines the basic tenets of the Canadian trademark system and risks a range of problems, such as squatting and trolling. Bringing Canada’s trademark systems into compliance with CETA and the other international agreements incorporated by reference also meant major changes to CIPO practices and technical infrastructure.

A related area of business branding — the protection of geographical indications (GIs) — has also been overhauled in a way that “favours European-based GIs and provides fewer benefits for domestic rights holders.” Canada appeased the European Union on this topic in CETA, but the United States pushed back during renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The resulting provisions in the Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA) are a messy compromise that Canada could do little to avoid.

The 2020 CUSMA, 2017 CETA and, in between, the 2018 Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) combined to also require changes to patent, data protection and trade secrecy laws. These areas of IP are most crucial for data ownership.

---

12 Michael A Geist, ed, From “Radical Extremism” to “Balanced Copyright”: Canadian Copyright and the Digital Agenda (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2010).
13 Entertainment Software Assoc v Society of Composers, 2020 FCA 100.
and control over data-intensive technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), as well as the highest-priority biomedical innovation challenges such as addressing pandemics.

In the area of patents, Canada was on the cusp of losing its limited flexibility to curtail “evergreening” of pharmaceutical patents, until Democratic Party lawmakers in the United States surprisingly stepped in to demand a protocol deleting certain pharmaceutical patent provisions. Canada was similarly assisted when, after the United States pulled out of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), the remaining parties suspended provisions requiring patent term extensions for unreasonable delays in processing applications. However, the United States won this point shortly after when the provisions were reinserted into CUSMA, and Canada had already agreed in CETA to extend the patent term for unreasonable delays in marketing approvals. The net effect of all these developments is an entirely new and rather unpredictable IP regime of “supplementary protection” certificates.

Data protection is among the least understood and most underappreciated area of IP. The international agreements Canada has signed impose significant constraints in respect of undisclosed pharmaceutical and agrochemical test data. The benchmark set by the 1994 WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) required an unspecified term of protection against “unfair commercial use” of data that took “considerable effort” to collect. NAFTA set the term at five years. CUSMA maintains that term for pharmaceuticals but doubles it to 10 years for agrochemicals. The CPTPP also sets the minimum term at 10 years for agrochemicals, while CETA sets the minimum term at six years for pharmaceuticals. CUSMA also cuts out the qualitative threshold by protecting all undisclosed data submitted to regulators, regardless of considerable effort or, in fact, any effort whatsoever in its collection. Another unexpected assist from the US Democrats saved Canada the burden of extending data protection from eight years to 10 for biologics (i.e., next-generation biology-based medicines).

While on the topic of protecting data, CUSMA reflects the growing strategic importance of trade secrets. CUSMA ratchets up TRIPS obligations by expanding criminal sanctions for counterfeiting and piracy to also cover trade secret theft. CUSMA also makes trade secrecy a key focus of cooperation, enforcement and capacity-building efforts. This trend is crucial to acknowledge, as trade secrecy is a key tool to facilitate ownership of and control over data.

Data governance norms already locked into international trade law are found not only in IP chapters. The CPTPP’s chapter on electronic commerce and CUSMA’s chapter on digital trade both deal with the key issue of data localization. Data localization laws restrict where data can be stored, routed or processed, usually requiring these activities to occur locally within a jurisdiction. Many governments have imposed data

---


20 ibid.

21 ibid.


localization rules such as British Columbia’s and Nova Scotia’s laws requiring public institutions to store and access most personal information only within Canada.\footnote{Anupam Chander & Uyên P Lê, “Data Nationalism” (2015) 64:3 Emory LJ 677, online: <http://law.emory.edu/elj/content/volume-64/issue-3/articles/data-nationalism.html>.
}

According to Canadian negotiators, there is no official analysis of whether existing laws would survive scrutiny under CUSMA.\footnote{Michael Geist, “‘We Don’t Have Any Specific Analysis’: CUSMA Negotiators Surprising Admission on Key Privacy Issues” (27 February 2020), online (blog): Michael Geist <www.michaelgeist.ca/2020/02/we-dont-have-any-specific-analysis-cusma-negotiators-surprising-admission-on-key-privacy-issues/>.}

Even if Canadian laws are compliant, based on certain exceptions, the mere existence of arguments and ambiguity can create a regulatory chill. Canada is at least politically, if not legally, constrained.

}

On the other hand, proponents argue that data localization laws promote privacy and avoid foreign surveillance.\footnote{Jesse Hirsh, “USMCA May Have Closed the Door on Data Localization Too Soon” CIGI, Opinion, 26 October 2018, online: <www.cigionline.org/articles/usmca-may-have-closed-door-data-localization-too-soon>.} These rules assist law enforcement, as the mutual legal assistance treaty network is not effective at handling a high volume of requests or providing quick access.\footnote{Panday & Malcolm, supra note 23 at 516.} Also, at least in advanced countries such as Canada, data localization does not restrict trade because local computing infrastructure already exists.\footnote{Michael Geist, “Data Rules in Modern Trade Agreements: Toward Reconciling an Open Internet with Privacy and Security Safeguards” CIGI, Data Governance in the Digital Age Essay Series, 16 May 2018 at 99–103, online: <www.cigionline.org/sites/default/files/documents/Data%20Series%20Papers%202018%20Data%20Localization%20Report%20web.pdf>; James McLeod, “Data localization concerns in USMCA may be overblown”, Financial Post (4 October 2018), online: <https://business.financialpost.com/technology/data-localization-concerns-in-usmca-may-be-overblown>.} An additional argument for data localization restrictions is that open cross-border data flows favour large, foreign incumbent firms with disproportionate capacity to commercially exploit data compared to Canadian firms.

Although the policy debate over data localization continues, certain norms are already set. The CPTPP prohibits data localization laws, subject to somewhat ambiguous exceptions for legitimate public policy objectives and for certain government and financial data.\footnote{Matsias Bauer, Martina F Ferracane & Erik van der Marel, “Tracing the Economic Impact of Regulations on the Free Flow of Data and Data Localization” CIGI, Global Commission on Internet Governance (GCIG) Series Paper No 30, 10 May 2016 at 10–14, online: <www.cigionline.org/publications/tracing-economic-impact-regulations-free-flow-data-and-data-localization>.}
CUSMA narrows the policy flexibility by removing the public policy exception. All of this happened before policy makers even knew enough about data and its different governance models to make it treaty-ready. The bottom line is well put by Patrick Leblond: “it is not at all clear how much policy flexibility the CPTPP and CUSMA will ultimately allow the federal and provincial governments in adopting new laws and regulations to, among various objectives, protect people’s privacy, prevent algorithmic bias, protect critical infrastructure, ensure national security or promote domestic innovation.”

Returning to copyright issues, where a decade of IP reforms to implement international obligations began, CUSMA extends the term of protection by 20 years. Canada’s resistance to this term extension in the TPP, coordinated with allies such as New Zealand, was successful but is now moot after CUSMA requires the same thing. Estimates put the economic cost at hundreds of millions of dollars per year on top of significant cultural costs.

How all of these changes will play out in legal and economic terms is anyone’s guess. In its formal CUSMA economic impact assessment, the Government of Canada found that uncertainties about transition periods, royalty rates, particular IP rights and legal frameworks made quantitative assessment difficult. There is no doubt these major reforms will cost Canada money; the question is how much. On the possible economic effects of CUSMA’s data provisions, a study by Dan Ciuriak and others declined to make estimates due to, among other things, uncertainty about the ultimate framework for data regulation worldwide. Even more valuable than royalty flows and economic impacts now, however, may be the loss of domestic policy flexibilities to develop Canada’s own long-term international IP and digital trade strategy.


Thinking Ahead about IP and Data Internationally

During the first 150 years of its existence as a country, Canada has generally improvised IP positions in response to pressures from colonial powers or trading partners. As a result, Canada is now locked into the latest rules set by international economic agreements such as CETA, the CPTPP and CUSMA.

While the United States turned to Asia to start TPP negotiations in 2008, the same year Canada was looking to Europe for economic partnership. CETA came to fruition in less than 10 years, but by the time Canada sought to join the TPP negotiations in 2012, key decisions had already been made. A condition of Canada’s late entry was the inability to renegotiate settled issues, which included the framework for an IP chapter.

The US withdrawal from the TPP after the 2016 presidential election was a lucky break for Canada and like-minded countries. This development is what enabled suspension of the most problematic provisions in the CPTPP. Canada’s strategy was pragmatic, knowing it would need these bargaining chips as leverage in NAFTA renegotiations. Canada caught another lucky break when US political disharmony led to a protocol deleting some of the most damaging CUSMA provisions.

Counting on such luck in future international IP negotiations is not a wise strategy. While CUSMA’s new high-water mark is now the starting point, there remains an opportunity to mitigate the damage domestically and learn from this mistake internationally. Canada needs an international IP strategy to guide its future engagement in the global governance of knowledge.

The time has come for strategic foresight that anticipates multiple plausible global economic conditions and geopolitical scenarios that may shape the future of global knowledge governance. The European Patent Office was preparing in 2007 with scenarios for the global IP regime in 2025, with numerous prescient insights to prepare the organization and others then paying attention. IP Australia performed a similar exercise in 2017, exploring megatrends, scenarios and their strategic implications. Academics have been actively trying to foresee futures for key organizations such as WIPO as well as IP.


Thinking Ahead about IP and Data Internationally

systems generally.49 A small-scale symposium on future scenarios for patents took place in Canada in 2017 as a useful input to Canada’s IP strategy released the following year.

Canada’s capacity for a full strategic foresight exercise50 has not been exploited in this field, but waiting is no longer an option. The global policy frameworks for Canada’s digital future are being set right now.

In combination, Canada’s domestic IP Strategy and Digital Charter serve both to emphasize the urgency of an integrated international strategy and to set out basic parameters to develop such a strategy. Admittedly, the IP Strategy is explicit on action points but implicit when it comes to principles, whereas the Digital Charter is the inverse: mostly principles with few specifics. An effective international IP/digital trade strategy would be a hybrid of the two domestic approaches. It would set out overarching aims and guiding principles while also suggesting specific action items.

The strategy would guide the discussions of federal government departments and the decisions of Cabinet. The strategy would also guide intergovernmental policy discussions at the federal and provincial levels, given overlapping constitutional jurisdiction over many key issues. Indirectly, a pan-Canadian strategy could also shape the work of quasi-government bodies, independent agencies and public-private partnerships, such as standard-setting bodies, granting councils and research enterprises.

Canada can transition from a reactive to proactive international IP and digital trade strategy by taking two key steps. First, Canada needs to know where to find allies to work with. Second, Canada needs to identify the pillars of an international IP and digital trade strategy. The remaining sections of this special report address these two points (i.e., who to engage, and how).


Mega-Regional Opportunities

As the author of this special report explained in a recent policy brief: “Since the mid-1990s, after TRIPS and the WIPO Internet Treaties, increased awareness, capacity and organization among developing countries and non-governmental organizations have created a ‘de facto geopolitical moratorium’ on upward ratcheting of IP norms at the global multilateral level.”\(^{51}\) In place of multilateral institutions, mega-regional economic agreements have emerged as the epicentre of IP and knowledge governance.\(^{52}\)

While progress on digital trade is being pursued at conventional multilateral institutions, such as the “Osaka Track” toward WTO negotiations on trade-related aspects of electronic commerce, success is far from certain. Decades of experience with the now “dead and buried” Doha Round\(^{53}\) does not bode well for a digital trade agenda at the WTO. Even if negotiations succeed, it has been persuasively argued that Canada is better off pushing for a distinct international regime separate from the WTO.\(^{54}\) It remains to be seen whether a new plurilateral regime, as suggested by Patrick Leblond and Susan Ariel Aaronson,\(^{55}\) or a patchwork approach in more general trade agreements, as explored by Mira Burri,\(^{56}\) for instance, emerges.

Either way, interregional engagement is the apparent path forward on both IP and other digital trade issues. Following this path requires a deeper assessment of regional constraints and opportunities.

North America’s New Floor and Narrow Windows

With the ratification and implementation of CUSMA, the new floor for IP and digital trade rules in North America seems set. A quarter century passed between the first NAFTA and its renegotiation, and even that was triggered by unprecedented political instability south of the Canadian border. While the possibility of more wild cards in the future cannot be ruled out, another wholesale renegotiation of North America’s core economic framework agreement seems unlikely soon.

More plausible is ongoing tinkering with particular IP issues, which has been the established pattern for US pressure on Canada in the area of IP. Attempts to leverage mechanisms such as section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, under which the United States Trade Representative has put Canada on watchlists or priority watchlists for putative


\(^{54}\) Leblond, supra note 37.


IP deficiencies, will continue. While the watchlist itself may not be formally recognized by the Government of Canada, US political pressure has led to Canadian law reforms, such as the enactment of anti-counterfeiting issues and the extension of copyright terms for sound recordings. The new Intellectual Property Rights Committee established by CUSMA could offer US lobbyists additional inroads into Canadian policy. 57

In North America, digital trade cannot be extricated from cybersecurity policy and intelligence gathering more generally. Unlike in the European Union, the protection of privacy and personal information is not a dominant policy pretext for digital trade issues in the United States. This is unsurprising, since the dominant players in surveillance capitalism — “a new form of information capitalism [that] aims to predict and modify human behaviour as a means to produce revenue and market control” 58 — are US-based companies.

Although the digital game is already rigged in North America, Canada can still be somewhat creative in playing it. There is, for example, a review of CUSMA scheduled at least every six years and, unless renewed, a sunset to the agreement in 16 years. Ordinarily, such unsettling provisions could be potentially disastrous. However, Canada may gain an advantage leading up to the reviews by building alliances and shaping norms globally, whether or not the United States continues its political retreat from globalism. The more countries Canada can get on its side in the short term, the better off it will be in eventual renegotiations with the United States.

European (Dis)Unity and the United Kingdom

The withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union has significant implications for international economic law, including IP and digital trade. 59 A sure thing on the international agenda is negotiation of a CETA-style deal with the United Kingdom. The key for Canada in this process is to not ratchet up IP standards and digital trade policy restrictions any more than they already are. Maintaining the regulatory floor where it is will be extremely difficult because Canadian negotiations with the United Kingdom are likely to take place after or, at best, alongside discussions between the United Kingdom and the United States. In this context, it is likely that the floor is not CETA but CUSMA, maybe more.

An illustrative complication for Canada is that the United Kingdom may push back against the power of US-based big tech platforms. Among the specific dilemmas is what to do about section 230 of the US Communications Decency Act, which immunizes providers of interactive computer services from liability for publishing others’ content and gives technology firms a safe harbour in the United States. CUSMA cements this approach internationally. When the United States pushed the benefits of a new digital chapter of CUSMA in a US-UK working group on trade and investment, UK officials seemed concerned about the advantages this approach gives US technology companies. 60 Yet Canadian commentators have argued such provisions protect free speech. 61 Ironically, US President

---


Donald Trump, upset about Twitter’s actions against him personally, issued an executive order attempting to change US law and undermine US foreign policy. Canada, meanwhile, cannot count on the United States continuing to self-inflict harm internationally. Also, the difficulty of determining a Canadian strategic position on this particular issue shows precisely why a coherent IP/digital trade strategy is so important (i.e., to guide Canada’s priorities). Otherwise, Canada will be left merely reacting to others’ approaches.

Meanwhile, the European Union remains a force in the rest of the world. It has a robust trade agenda, including IP and digital trade issues. GIs are always a priority for the European Union, especially when dealing with former colonies of EU member states. Counterfeiting and piracy are also used as cover stories for stronger IP protection, with the European Union now resorting to similar pressure tactics as the United States with its own version of a watchlist of IP-delinquent countries.

While the European Union is keen to push the cybersecurity agenda, the predominant digital trade issue is privacy. The European Union’s efforts to establish the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) as a model for data regulation is, in part, a pushback against US hegemony in big tech. The GDPR is also an excellent example of extraterritorial norm making through standards because anyone doing business in/with the European Union must comply. While Canada lacks the global clout to do the same alone, it can work with partners to play a role creating a cross-regional “zone” for trusted data exchange. Meanwhile, expect the European Union to continue promoting this approach as a template for data governance in its international economic partnerships.

Inaction in Asia

The Asia-Pacific region was the world’s hot spot for regional and mega-regional economic agreements during the past several decades. As the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) possibly expands to “plus three” or “plus six” and trade negotiations with the European Union progress, it is plausible that norm setting will become a greater focus for European-Asian mega-regional integration. If this happens, the CPTPP and CETA will be the benchmarks for rulemaking.

When it comes to international economic law in the Asia-Pacific, the elephant in the room is the now-stalled Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) — a mega-region stretching from India to Japan, including China, all of ASEAN and all of the “plus six.” The latest leaked information on IP issues in RCEP from 2015, is outdated. Even then, it seemed that knowledge governance in Asia would be based not on distinct priorities but on standard terms.

What happens with the RCEP and other action in the Asia-Pacific region will be impacted by China’s trade relations with the United States and growing influence beyond the
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region. Decades of pressure on China to improve IP enforcement may be backfiring, as the country has itself become a global IP powerhouse and influential actor around the world.

In 2019, China took over the top spot as the world’s most prolific filer of international patent applications. According to the most recent statistics, 1.5 million patent applications were filed in China (46.4 percent of the world total), which is as much as the combined total filed in the next 10 busiest IP offices. Of the 14 million patents now in force worldwide, 2.4 million (about 17 percent) are in China; of the 49.3 million trademarks in force, 19.6 million (about 40 percent) are in China. Concerns about the quality of Chinese patents may undermine the usefulness of these statistics as a measure of innovation, but the real problem is the litigation threat posed by these IP rights worldwide.

Maybe more important than China’s rise in IP filings is its growing political influence over IP and digital trade issues in other regions. The Belt and Road Initiative is bringing massive infrastructure upgrades, and along with them political power, along the ancient Silk Road and rim of the Indian Ocean. In addition, Chinese investment in Africa has been swelling for two decades. While many questions exist about what China will do with this influence in areas such as IP and standard setting in telecommunications and AI, there is no doubt many countries share an interest with Canada in countering China’s growing influence.

Given the CPTPP, there is little Canada can do to set entirely new IP and digital trade rules in the Asia-Pacific region. Indeed, other countries are already moving forward on digital trade via, for example, the Digital Economy Partnership Agreement between Chile, New Zealand and Singapore, and the Australia-Singapore Digital Economy Agreement. Both agreements, concluded in 2020, are already building on the baseline set by the CPTPP. Critics argue the “new” approach does little to counter the market dominance of large technology companies, fails to close the digital divide, and offers weak promises of dialogue on the concerns of small and medium-sized enterprises, Indigenous peoples, women and marginalized communities.

Canada must be aware of this context in its medium-term trade negotiations in the region, which include exploratory discussions with ASEAN and (formerly) with China, and negotiations with India. Canada can also benefit from IP and digital trade capacity building in the region, starting with rising powers such as Vietnam. In this way, Canada can leverage alliances to exert influence through soft law measures, as
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discussed below. New Zealand is another logical ally Canada has cooperated well with to, for example, hold the line on copyright term extension in the CPTPP.\(^{77}\)

**Latin America and the Caribbean**

As in Asia, some South American countries (Chile and Peru) are CPTPP members. Both are part of the Pacific Alliance, which also includes Mexico (another CPTPP member), Columbia, and numerous associated and observer states. This group is typically more interested in building economic ties than the other bloc in the region, Mercado del Sur (Mercosur), which tends to focus on strengthening sociopolitical ties among Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.\(^{78}\) Several Pacific Alliance members already have regional trade agreements (RTAs) with TRIPS-plus IP standards.\(^{79}\) These standards are not more burdensome than Canada’s existing CUSMA commitments, but Canada should not pressure its prospective partners to make the same mistakes it did vis-à-vis the United States in CUSMA.

Canada is negotiating with Mercosur toward an economic partnership, but the European Union was quicker, having already reached an agreement in principle. This development means that despite the fact no Mercosur countries are CPTPP members, IP and digital trade norms in the region are no longer up for grabs.\(^{80}\) Notably, the EU agreement extends the term of copyright to life plus 70 years. It also contains extensive provisions on both GIs and trade secrets. Numerous grandfathering and other exceptions are provided for South America’s former European colonies, but the pushback falls well short of what the United States achieved in CUSMA.

As most South American countries are keen to promote the protection of Indigenous traditional knowledge (TK), they convinced the European Union to agree to some general language around access and benefit sharing. At WIPO and the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, the group of Latin American countries and the European Union tend to take opposite positions on the issue. Canada, however, has recently reoriented its attitudes about Indigenous peoples’ participation in the global knowledge governance system, so it could find willing partners in this area to build on the EU-Mercosur agreement.

On data localization in Latin America, the Mercosur countries (in light of the agreement in principle reached with the European Union) in particular are creating or modifying their data laws to align with the GDPR.\(^{81}\) For example, Brazil enacted GDPR-modelled legislation in 2018 to facilitate cross-border data transfers to and from the European Union.\(^{82}\)

Overall, the opportunities being pursued with partners in South and Central America — via the Pacific Alliance and Mercosur and the recently negotiated Canada-Chile
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Free Trade Agreement\textsuperscript{83} — indicate a shift in Canada’s trade priorities away from India and China to a region where opportunities might offer quick rewards.\textsuperscript{84}

**The Emerging African Continent**

**Why Africa?**

The Business Council of Canada’s report, *Why Africa?*, makes a bulletproof case for building Canada’s economic ties to the world’s fastest-growing continent. The scale of growth is substantial, the population is young, the workforce is expanding, the middle class is booming, and economic and technological connectivity is rising. McKinsey & Company put it this way: “Global business leaders who misunderstand Africa run the risk of missing out on one of the 21st century’s great growth opportunities.”\textsuperscript{85} As Ciuriak notes in his assessment of opportunities for Canada in Africa, which underlies the Business Council’s report: “[t]he major economies are all targeting Africa,”\textsuperscript{86} including China, the European Union, Russia and the United States.

Canadian businesses and scholars have been advocating an Africa strategy for years.\textsuperscript{87} Yet, apart from mining interests, Africa continues to be a “nascent” trade partner with Canada.\textsuperscript{88} Canada does not currently have free trade agreements (FTAs) with any African countries and, according to Rosemina Nathoo,\textsuperscript{89} there are no discernible plans to implement such agreements in the foreseeable future.

Closer ties can be built through traditional strengths such as diplomacy and developmental assistance, which will help to build sustainable relationships that will further economic interests.\textsuperscript{90} Greater engagement with Africa must entail a shift away from viewing Africa only as a recipient of humanitarian assistance, to a viable trade and business partner.\textsuperscript{91} If Canada is to take part in the “Africa rising” moment and compete with other international actors, a more concerted and strategic effort will be necessary, with a broader economic and political outlook focused on mutual benefit.\textsuperscript{92}

Opportunities in Africa should not, however, be viewed only through the lens of physical resource extraction. The “next” Africa is emerging as a powerhouse in possibly
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surprising fields, most notably technology and innovation. Arguably the best way to build relationships for the future of knowledge and innovation in Africa is via research partnerships. The Open African Innovation Research partnership (Open AIR) is one example. Open AIR has been forging partnerships, building capacity and exploring future scenarios in the fields of IP, innovation and digital trade for more than 15 years.

Recognizing Africa’s role in the global knowledge economy will yield dividends as Canada and the rest of the world seize African opportunities in coming years.

The Canadian government stated its desire to increase overseas exports by 50 percent by 2025—an objective that will require a global economic strategy centred on emerging markets where Canada currently underperforms. African markets fall into this category. Despite high rates of growth and increasing bilateral trade, overall trade with Africa still accounts for an extremely small share of Canadian trade—just 1.1 percent of imports and 0.6 percent of exports in 2016.

**Evolving Canada-Africa Relations**

Over the last half century, various Canadian governments have prioritized different agendas in Africa. The government of Pierre Trudeau placed an emphasis on diplomacy, building relationships through participation in multilateral organizations such as the Commonwealth and La Francophonie. The policy of the Brian Mulroney government centred on famine aid and the anti-apartheid movement, resulting in a ban on non-military trade with South Africa in 1986. The Liberal government of the 1990s, under the leadership of Prime Minister Jean Chrétien and Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy, focused on human security, engaging in a number of conflict resolution and peace initiatives. However, this period was also marked by a severe decline in aid, falling to less than half of the average annual amount from 1982 to 1992.

In the latter years of Chrétien’s tenure and through to the Paul Martin government, Canada refocused its Africa policy on development, increasing aid and African representation on the priority country list of the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). These policies were largely reversed by Stephen Harper, whose government prioritized commercial interests in the extractive sector over development assistance, human security and diplomatic relations. Harper cut the number of African countries on CIDA's list from 20 to only seven.
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Since the election of Justin Trudeau in 2015, political rhetoric has once again pointed to a reinvigorated engagement with Africa. The Canadian government outlined several key priorities, among them the objective of increasing economic ties and providing developmental assistance, with a particular focus on 10 countries. The strengthening of economic ties was linked with opportunities for Canadian businesses to access new markets, specifically in extractive industries. In 2016, Canada signed and ratified foreign investment promotion and protection agreements with Cameroon, Guinea, Mali and Senegal, with the goal of fostering business arrangements in these countries where Canada has significant mining investments.

The African Continental Free Trade Area

At the forefront of Africa’s trade policy agenda in recent years has been the deepening of regional integration through the negotiation and implementation of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). Given the potential transformational impact of the AfCFTA, there is no time like the present for Canada to re-engage with Africa and diversify its international trade agenda.

The AfCFTA was signed in March 2018 and officially came into force in April 2019 after being ratified by 22 states. The agreement now has 54 of 55 state signatories (excluding only Eritrea), 30 of which have approved ratification. Although still in its infancy, the AfCFTA will constitute the largest free trade area since the establishment of the WTO in 1994.

It has been estimated that the removal of tariffs and other non-tariff barriers will increase intra-African trade by 40 to 50 percent between 2020 and 2040. Notably, the AfCFTA is intended to utilize trade and integration as tools for inclusive economic development. In succinct terms, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa has described what must be the primary objective of the AfCFTA: “to change lives [and] reduce poverty.”

With phase one done, negotiations concerning phase two of the agreement are currently under way on the topics of IP rights, investment and competition policy. The deadline for the draft text arising out of phase two was initially scheduled for January 2020 but has now been extended to January 2021. The global pandemic makes a further pushback likely, but Canada’s window for engagement is closing quickly.
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AfCFTA Phase Two Negotiations: Issues and Interests

A Catalyst for Socio-Economic Development

It is rare to read any commentary on the AfCFTA that does not underscore the importance of using IP rights and competition policy as a tool for broad and inclusive development in Africa. This must be the primary objective informing both the negotiations and the agreement itself. In terms of Canada’s involvement in Africa, a diverse trade and investment strategy will help to support substantive gains for large sectors of the population, including sectors that have historically been excluded such as women and minority groups. Lily Sommer and David Luke propose one concrete way that Canada can contribute directly to this objective: through technical assistance and sharing of best practices to monitor the implementation of the agreement and ensure it is not having an adverse impact on vulnerable groups.

Legal Certainty Across Jurisdictions

It is well known that the pre-AfCFTA framework for IP was one of “fragmented sub-regional IP and economic organisations, which have created conflicting and overlapping IP systems.” This approach “undermines the use of scarce resources and of legal certainty.” The governance framework is equally fragmented in the field of IP. Different organizations administer IP in French-speaking and English-speaking countries; multiple uncoordinated IP initiatives are being led by the regional economic communities; and there is misalignment between the AfCFTA, the proposed Pan-African Intellectual Property Organization (PAIPO) and Agenda 2063.

The AfCFTA offers an opportunity for greater consistency and certainty for business. With the successful implementation of the AfCFTA, it will be easier for partners in Canada to engage with African partners on transnational investment projects. If Canada can provide technical assistance for the implementation of the agreement — given its expertise and experience in this area — this will also have the added benefit of positioning Canada well for an FTA with the AfCFTA once the union has been established. Canada may also be uniquely positioned to bridge gaps between Francophone and Anglophone countries and regional IP organizations in Africa. The AfCFTA can be a vehicle to support this aim, but only if it is part of a coherent Canadian engagement strategy.

Transparent Processes

Both “procedural and substantive failures around IP issues in various contexts have contributed significantly to the backlash against trade agreements generally.” For this
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reason, many scholars and commentators are highly attentive to the issue of inclusivity and transparency in the negotiation process. Article 3(e) of the agreement refers to “sustainable and inclusive socio-economic development,” but it remains to be seen how this will be reflected in the phase two negotiation process. Some scholars have criticized phase two for being too exclusive and opaque up to this point in time. In response, commentators have emphasized the importance of an open and transparent negotiation process — one that includes all affected stakeholders. Yet over-consultation presents its own risks. For example, Nigeria’s ratification of the AfCFTA was actually delayed because of its robust and extensive consultation with various stakeholders.

There is a real opportunity for Canada to support the process of the AfCFTA’s phase two. Many national negotiators lack the experience or capacity to delve into the details of complex areas such as IP. Canadian and African experts have already proven the potential of collaboration by proposing an initial framework for the IP protocol. More Canadian engagement could help in the final stages of negotiations and, as importantly, in the implementation phase thereafter.

**Balancing Protection and Access**

Substantively, an effective IP framework must strike an appropriate balance between the protections it creates and the access it affords. Emmanuel Kolawole Oke writes the AfCFTA must succeed where the PAIPO failed: it must avoid an overreliance on IP rights that has the effect of disproportionately restricting access to goods for members of society. Oke focuses on IP rights with respect to knowledge goods such as medicines, books and seeds, and specifically the implications of overly stringent protections for seed and plant varieties on the protection of human rights, such as the right to food. On patents, Amaka Vanni recommends resisting any pressure to expand the subject matter, scope or duration of patent protection and instead focusing on the examination of capacity building to ensure high-quality vetting of applications.

In such ways, through the AfCFTA, Africa can craft a new path for knowledge governance, and that path could align well with the interests of Canada.
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Indigenous Knowledge

Commentators also illustrate the importance of incorporating protections for TK, genetic resources and folklore. As Nilce Ekandzi writes, the AfCFTA is an opportunity to shift IP rights from a primarily economic- or business-oriented approach to one focused on human rights and the protection of Indigenous peoples/local communities. Abrie du Plessis adds that the phase two negotiations “present an opportunity to review the progress made and to consider the next steps” with respect to TK, genetic resources and folklore, and constitutes an area in which “Africa could play a leadership role.”

This prerogative is also linked with other objectives of the AfCFTA. As Ekandzi points out, the protection of these assets will provide stakeholders with a higher level of legal certainty that is desirable for both commercial and non-commercial endeavours. These protections will also require a higher standard for the ethical practices of corporations, which furthers the goals of the AfCFTA insofar as this encourages more inclusive development and the protection of Indigenous peoples/local communities. As Vanni writes, the AfCFTA is also an opportunity to confront definitional issues with respect to TK, local peoples, local communities and Indigenous peoples.

A core contribution Canada might make in this field is to broaden perspectives on Indigenous peoples’ innovation. Canada has made empowering its own Indigenous population part of its domestic IP strategy. Aiming to create a more inclusive IP system, Canada is supporting Indigenous IP awareness and capacity building, collecting data on the use of IP by Indigenous businesses and entrepreneurs, and supporting the engagement of Indigenous peoples in international law and policy discussions. At the same time, Canada’s trade diversification strategy seeks to ensure that Indigenous peoples in Canada can benefit from trade and investment.

To achieve this aim, there is significant potential to link Indigenous peoples in Canada and Africa. However, truly empowering Indigenous peoples in the digital economy means connecting discussions of TK with the topic of data sovereignty, a state responsibility to ensure the integrity and security of, and recognize the sensitivity associated with, Indigenous peoples’ data. Canadian priorities (and legal obligations) around reconciliation and decolonization align well with the interests of many African countries in this regard.
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Data Localization in Africa

Across Africa, data localization laws are becoming more prevalent. Such laws now exist in 17 African countries, including major players such as Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa.\(^\text{136}\) However, much of the commentary surrounding these laws expresses concern over the potential negative impacts of data localization.\(^\text{137}\) In particular, there are concerns about how data localization legislation can function as a barrier to trade in smaller countries and how the costs of compliance with this legislation for firms and companies can result in increased consumer costs.\(^\text{138}\)

When it comes to data governance in Africa, Canada and others have an urgent need to react to the influence of China. Aaronson and Leblond identify three distinct data “realms” represented by the approaches of the United States, the European Union and China, and note how countries in Africa face a choice between the European or Chinese approaches.\(^\text{139}\) At least at the WTO, the “Africa group” so far aligns with China in opposing the liberalization of data flows and data localization limitations.\(^\text{140}\) In 2017, the Africa group also took issue with the assumption that WTO commitments in the Uruguay Round automatically apply to new technologies such as three-dimensional printing, robotics, drone delivery and AI, and opposed negotiating new rules on electronic commerce as premature.
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The Pillars of an International IP and Digital Trade Strategy

Having canvassed the regions where IP and digital trade opportunities exist, it is necessary to set out how Canada can promote its own interests around the world. Engagement with hard and soft laws are the two pillars of an international IP and digital trade strategy for Canada.

The negotiation of new hard rules via bilateral or, more likely, mega-regional economic agreements should be the priority in places where such opportunities exist. The most obvious and rewarding region for this kind of Canadian engagement is Africa, although there are also timely opportunities in Latin America and the Caribbean.

The relevant legal frameworks in North America, Europe and the Asia-Pacific region are already set through CUSMA, CETA and the CPTPP. So, in these regions (and, indeed, everywhere), soft law measures such as standard setting make more sense for Canada to pursue. Capacity-building partnerships for IP and digital trade are also key to Canada’s future success and can be ramped up in Latin America and the Caribbean, Southeast Asia and throughout Africa.

Hard Rules

With comprehensive economic partnership agreements done in the trans-Atlantic (CETA), trans-Pacific (CPTPP) and North American (CUSMA) contexts, Canada’s best chance to shape the formal rules of IP and digital trade lie in Latin America and Africa. These are not the only places in which Canada has opportunities, but these are the places where the opportunity and need for leadership are greatest. The windows for influence are narrowing quickly, as other countries are already moving in, but it is not yet too late for Canada.

Where formal rules are concerned, Canada can separate its interests into two categories: well-established fields and new territory.

In well-established fields of IP, such as patents, copyrights, trademarks and designs, Canada’s primary objective should be defensive. Canada should aim to stop, or at least slow, the upward ratcheting of protection in these fields. Canada should work to preserve existing policy flexibilities, especially by promoting limitations and exceptions from which it currently benefits.

Canada has made efforts to protect its own made-in-Canada norms. An example, adopted in the CPTPP and CUSMA, is an annex that allows Canada to preserve its approach to copyright liability for internet intermediaries. The core provisions of these IP chapters require parties to enact US-style “notice-and-takedown” systems, or even “notice-and-shutdown,” terminating internet access for repeat infringers. Intermediaries must also accommodate standard technical measures (i.e., upload filters, developed by copyright owners and service providers, such as those triggering enormous controversy in the European Union lately)[31].

Canada won a carve-out from these obligations, but only to protect itself. Only parties that already had a system such as Canada’s in place at the time of signing could keep it.

In effect, this approach prevents Canadian norms from spreading elsewhere. This is exactly the opposite of what Canada should be trying to achieve. If other countries were able to follow Canada’s approach, it would both promote the values underpinning Canada’s Digital Charter abroad and offer Canada additional safeguards against further attempts to erode the made-in-Canada solution in future negotiations.

At the same time, Canada would do well to watch where the puck is going, not where it has been. When it comes to new territory for IP, there are even more opportunities for Canadian influence. The most notable areas concern the interface between IP and competition law, the balance between trade secrecy and open innovation, the protection of Indigenous TK, and various forms of data governance.

One good example of nascent but fast-evolving IP and digital trade norms is the topic of digital sequence information (DSI). The future of biotechnology lies not in access to physical samples of genetic material from plants, animals and humans. DSI — genomic, proteomic, phenotypic and related data — is already being transmitted instantaneously around the world with the click of a mouse. In combination with computational biology, aided by AI, the implications of this transformation are enormous. Cross-border exchanges of DSI can completely alter the way R&D happens, as witnessed in the context of pandemic vaccine research, for instance. While Canada’s best prospects lie in promoting and partnering in global open science networks, different rules are being debated for global governance. That said, ownership of and access to DSI are still simmering on the international agenda, and numerous different governance models remain in play. Meanwhile, Canada is consulting on a strategy. Only by acting quickly and decisively can Canada influence norms globally.

**Soft Laws**

Where legal rules are already set or otherwise difficult for Canada to shape, Canada can use soft law powers to influence international IP and digital trade in practice. The experience of WIPO offers an example. As WIPO’s lead role in international lawmaking faded following the WTO TRIPS Agreement and the proliferation of RTAs, it exerted and maybe even increased its influence in other ways. Due to its vast financial resources and status as a specialized agency of the United Nations, WIPO leveraged a global network of experts to build IP capacity through education, training and awareness raising. WIPO’s role in shaping the views of IP teachers, administrators, policy makers, practitioners and others is hard to overstate. Such IP “socialization” has been identified as a key factor shaping the diffusion of IP norms throughout developing countries.

Canada should support soft law making with an inclusive, bottom-up approach. It cannot involve blindly promoting IP protection and transplanting foreign norms into different contexts. Establishing a mutually beneficial relationship between Canada and developing countries depends on understanding, respect and reciprocity.Canada is already promoting these principles through research partnerships. Canada is
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also increasing investment in trade capacity building generally, deploying networks of experts to respond to requests for technical assistance. Moving forward, Canada can be even more strategic about the regions and topics to prioritize. There is no doubt that more support for capacity building in certain countries in Southeast Asia, Latin America and especially in Africa will pay off in the long term.

Another thing Canada can do is to support standard setting. According to Michel Girard, “Robust global standards and third-party certification programs are essential to anchor big tech platform governance.” He highlights why international digital cooperation is needed, but how there is no global organization ready to fill the void. There are enormous opportunities for Canada to step in here. While at first glance, issues such as standards might seem disconnected from an IP strategy, they are not. As just one example of overlap, it is impossible to separate standard setting from the rules governing standards-essential patents. Of course, this is also a way to imbed Canadian values — such as those articulated in the Digital Charter — into technology design globally. This can also promote the adoption and use of Canadian technologies abroad.

In such ways, showing soft law power must be part of Canada’s overall international IP and digital trade strategy.


Conclusion

An international IP and digital trade strategy for Canada would plan for both hard and soft law measures to promote Canadian interests in the global knowledge economy of the future. In areas where IP rules are well established — such as patents, copyrights, trademarks and designs — Canada should defend against further upward ratcheting of IP rights. In areas where new IP rules are emerging — such as data governance, trade secrets, competition law, and Indigenous peoples’ knowledge and culture — Canada should ally with countries and regions that share similar strategic interests.

Implementing this strategy, therefore, requires identifying regions of the world where Canada is likely to have the clearest opportunities for synergies. This means revisiting assumptions about and relationships with key trading partners of the past, especially the United States, the European Union and certain Asian countries.

Instead, Canada should look to the next frontiers for economic integration. Africa is undoubtedly the region of the world presenting the most strategic opportunities for Canada, but the timeline for engagement is tight. By doing so, Canada can complement its domestic IP and digital strategies with international strategy aligned with changing global economic conditions and geopolitical scenarios.
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